
Top of a major rally?
Counter-trend Trade Nasdaq Futures, Jan-Feb 2024

The conversation preserved below is between Stephen Simmons and one of his
colleagues and took place over a period of roughly 3 weeks beginning on

. So, keep in mind that sometimes several days elapses betweenJan 22, 2024
messages in the conversation.

Stephen’s colleague has entered the world of day trading and is working to
improve his Elliott Wave analysis skills, so it was a great opportunity to work
together to apply WaveBasis to a real-world day trading scenario.

This exercise is a great example of trading against the trend when you have
reason to think that a rally is complete or almost complete. This demonstration
also shows how you can be initially wrong about the top of a rally, but still make
profitable counter-trend trades using the rules and guidelines of Elliott Wave
pattern formation to effectively manage trades and improve your probability of
success.

Hopefully, it’s also helpful to see behind the scenes some of the ongoing and
evolving thinking that typically takes place while tracking and trading an Elliott
Wave count over time.

The document includes links to most of the actual charts that Stephen shared
with his colleague. You can click these links to view the charts and load them into
your WaveBasis workspace for closer examination.

Importantly, this demonstration uses very small timeframes (2 and 5-minute
charts), however, all of the same principles can be applied to larger timeframes.
This is one of the beauties of Elliott Wave analysis itself.



➔ Determine Larger Timeframe Context

Near The Top of Wave 5 of Wave 3?
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/91WX36YBHXjZtLtM
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/j7QeqTs7mdDbEHb4

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/91WX36YBHXjZtLtM
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/j7QeqTs7mdDbEHb4




➔ Sketch out a Plan
➔ Focus on Probability

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/rBdc7Oibyrkgpj09
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/6PRjdhYGOMJS7Dgw

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/rBdc7Oibyrkgpj09
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/6PRjdhYGOMJS7Dgw




➔ Plan Your Trade!
➔ Establish Pattern-based Expectations
➔ Focus on Probability!
➔ Let the market come to you

Initial Downside Confirmation?
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/3pkshim9xX3PJUwB

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/3pkshim9xX3PJUwB


➔ Track The Wave Count
➔ Confirm (or refute) Your Expectations
➔ Follow The Plan

Is the market coming to you?
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/TLyGEycnUrJsJC6o

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/TLyGEycnUrJsJC6o


➔ Trade Your Plan!

Your exit strategy should be a part of your
plan.

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/Utw4MRHka3pb2Srt

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/Utw4MRHka3pb2Srt


➔ Use Elliott Wave Probabilities to Your
Advantage
➔ Assess Upcoming Pattern Formation
➔ Evolve your expectations as the pattern
fills in - or doesn’t
➔ Keep Larger Timeframe Context in
Focus - Situational Awareness!!
➔ Plan The Next Trade

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/luyb7hGniVQhXFW1

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/luyb7hGniVQhXFW1


NOTE: As the market approached the orange target support area shown in
the chart above, we exited our profitable short trades in anticipation of a
bounce or potential reversal. The orange support area let us know that the
probability of a bounce/reversal was high.





Stephen Simmons



https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/ylkv4IWgiVQP1PTb

NOTE: At this point, once the market completed the decline to the
low at 17221.50, it then rallied in a strong impulsive structureJan 31, 2024

that did not offer a clear high-probability short entry. So, we reset the
analysis and began looking for the next potential entry after the market
continued to rally to new highs. That part of the discussion follows below…

➔ Zoom out as needed - review market
context!
➔ Let Elliott Wave rules guide you

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/ylkv4IWgiVQP1PTb
Stephen Simmons



https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/n13YOmSksxYkJhiZ

➔ Establish New Expectations
➔ Project Patterns Forward
➔ Probability-based roadmap

How High Will it Go?
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/bTCzekqZVm51JOsN

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/n13YOmSksxYkJhiZ
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/bTCzekqZVm51JOsN




➔ Monitor / Track the Wave Count

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/IREPizMJKKMFP0BU

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/IREPizMJKKMFP0BU
Stephen Simmons



https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/fP64gEa2xcKV3Eqi
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/r1ndol43FZD6WYmb

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/fP64gEa2xcKV3Eqi
https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/r1ndol43FZD6WYmb




➔ Keep Larger Timeframe Context in
Focus





➔ Evolve the wave count
➔ Evolve your thesis

https://app.wavebasis.com/chartimg/hXhnocjViBXnfaun



➔ Rinse / Repeat


